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not obey traffic rules. Within
a year, performance artists
had reduced traffic fatalities.
The idea was compelling: art
integrated into the wellness of
the city.
I’d come to the Mayo Clinic
Arts in Healthcare Symposium to present a paper on
ways to use creative writing
in a medical setting. I plan
creative writing classes that
take place in hospitals; medical professionals often ask
me what impact narrat ive
programs have on a patient’s
health. I tell them that creative
writing can enliven patients
and create opportunities for
catharsis and empathy.
Jac k Bec ker ’s a necdote
about the mimes of Bogotá
called to mind a deeper truth
The proposal at Writers in Paradise.
I hold about narrative: that
stories permit one to imaginatively leave the hospital. I know this Conference, the Ucross Foundation,
from experience. When I was seven- and the Vermont Studio Center.
teen I was hospitalized with a collapsed
Match Made in Paradise
lung. The diagnosis was spontaneous
pneumothorax: One day, I simply THISBE NISSEN AND I MET at the 2006
couldn’t breathe. In the hospital, I had Writers in Paradise conference in
a tube in my chest the size of a large Florida. Thisbe taught a short-fiction
drinking straw. On my last day there, workshop; I drove the faculty van,
a mime walked into my room. His face which I managed to get stolen. When
was painted white and black, his lips a the van was found—a campus custocherry red, and when I saw him stand- dian had commandeered it—I used it
ing in the doorway, I was suddenly re- to woo Thisbe, who was approachable
minded that I was a patient. Until that but, I eventually learned, not wooable.
The conference ended. We went our
point I had been reading, absorbed in
a book. In my hospital bed, stories had separate ways. We corresponded and
comforted me. Reading had granted swapped writing. We visited. A workme an escape from the boundaries of ing friendship turned whirlwind courtship. As the 2007 Writers in Paradise
the walls that surrounded me.
I hadn’t recalled that moment for conference approached, we talked maryears. Becker’s talk at the Mayo Clinic riage—not if but when, how, and why.
Arts in Healthcare Symposium gave Thisbe suggested to the organizers,
me a much-needed reminder of the Sterling Watson and Dennis Lehane,
that she and I teach her class together.
importance of writing and literature.
— Kathryn Savage works at the Loft I would once again drive the faculty van
Literary Center in Minneapolis and (Sterling implored me to keep better
has received scholarships and resi- tabs on it this time) as well as introduce
dencies from the Bread Loaf Writers’ Thisbe’s faculty reading. I felt obliged
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and obliterated—here was my chance.
On the day of the reading, I was a
mess. My mom was going to be there!
I drafted a marriage proposal, but the
last thing I wanted was a public display. My idea of living hell is being the
center of attention. But Thisbe, while
a successful fiction writer, is first and
foremost a failed showgirl. Her first
love is musical revue. She adores a
good show and even appreciates a bad
show. I drove a van full of rowdy novelists and poets to the reading, having a
hard time remembering my name—let
alone the way to the auditorium. I reminded myself that my passengers—a
lot of them repeats, a number of them
couples—were pulling for Thisbe and
me. Master writers, they recognized
before we did what a good love story
we’d make.
Beth Ann Fennelly leaned over my
shoulder. Her husband, Tom Franklin, would read first that night. Ribbing

me, she said, “I’m reading a love poem
to Tommy for my introduction, Jay.
How’re you gonna top that?”
I steered and shrugged. I sweated.
My proposal smoldered in my pocket.
Blanking my way through Tom’s
reading, I fou nd myself onstage.
Behind the podium. Groping in my
pocket. There, I fingered my notes.
Also, the little plastic ring I’d won,
in secret, from a gumball machine
at a Florida dive of a diner, Skyway
Jack’s, where Thisbe and I ate brunch
and ogled the sexagenarian waitresses
subjected to the indignit y of their
T-shirts: a pair of su nny-side-up
eggs emblazoned high above their
low bosoms.
Gathering myself, I glanced at the
audience: a hundred or so faces. Sterling nodded. My mom beamed. I faltered. No one but me knew what I had
planned—I could still back out.
“After Thisbe’s reading,” I said,
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plowing ahead, “there will be a Q&A.
But while I have the microphone, I’d
like to ask my question before someone
beats me to it.” I turned to where she
waited. “Thisbe Nissen,” I asked, “will
you marry me?”
I took a knee beside the podium, shut
my eyes, and offered up the kitschy
ring.
The crowd, myself included, waited.
Thisbe, her cowboy boots striking
hardwood, bounded onstage. She
kissed me and claimed her ridiculous
ring. Leaning into the microphone,
pausing a moment, she said, “Yes.”
We wept. A hu nd red people —
Sterling, my mom—hugged and applauded. We took our seats and sat
rapt—the show must go on!—as Thisbe
launched us, with gusto, into her reading and our lives together.
— Jay Baron Nicorvo is the author of
the poetry collection Deadbeat (Four
Way Books, 2012).

